Thanks for agreeing to send us photos during your trip! Please keep these tips and tricks in mind as you take photos in order to get the best shots possible.
Quick Tips

*The higher the resolution the better – if a camera is available use that.
*When using your phone for photos, the pictures will be clearer the less you zoom.
*Don’t be afraid to take a few photos so you have options to choose from
*Center the subjects – don’t cut off their head/limbs

Send them to publicrelations@abac.edu or text them to 229.740.5752 and 229.402.1629 with a short description
*Make sure all faces are visible in the frame
*Make sure not to get sides of heads & ask subject to remove hats so you can see faces
*Make sure images aren’t blurry and have too much light in the background
*Be aware of item placement - you don’t want balloons coming out of the top of your head
*Be conscious of the background and surroundings*
Don’t be afraid to ask people to pause and look happy
*Static building pictures are boring - snap an artistic view of a well know location or include people to liven up the shot.